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Daystate Tsar .177 Air Rifles £ 2,157.88

Description

ONE IN STOCK TSAR NEW DAYSTATE DESIGNED WITH A SINGLE AIM ---- WINNING RIGHT HAND AND
LEFT HAND STOCKED Perhaps the ultimate in Field Target hardware. The NEWLY released DAYSTATE TSAR
is a Match Ready, FULL ON FT rifle developed in collaboration with Top Russian match -shooting partnership,
ATAMAN/DEMYAN. It continues Daystate`s rich legacy of match winning FT models for shooters who compete
at the highest national and international and international level of airgunning`s most challenging outdoor target
shooting discipline. Uncompromising in every area of its of it`s highly sophisticated action, the Tsar includes
features like a five level adjustable, multi-sear trigger system that`s controlled by a multi adjustable blade, and a
high precision, match grade stainless steel Lother Walther barrel. Its side-lever cocking system also allows for
dry firing practice, where you can fine tune your trigger technique without actually firing off a shot. Designed to
maximise shooter control , the stock that cradles the Tsar`s action is every bit as state of the art. Constructed in
laminate to eliminate any stresses imparted between wood and metalwork during the rifle`s charge cycle, its
thumbhole design is crafted with both form and function in mind. Boasting an array of multi-adjstable features -
including its anatomical grip/palm rest, cheekpeice and butt pad - to achieve a tailor made gunfit, every
conceivable benefit is brought to the shooter, whether faced with a sitting, prone, kneeling or standing shot. The
Tsar - designed and built without compromise to be an unashamed trophy winning machine. Phew, that was a
mouthfull!

Condition: Brand New  Sale type: Trade

Make: Daystate  Model: Tsar

Mechanism: Pre-charged Pneumatic  Calibre: .177

Orientation: Right Handed  Barrel length: 460mm

Overall length: 1070mm  Your reference: Tsar
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